APPENDIX B:
HOUSEHOLD SCREENER
The following script is used to determine (a) if any household (HH) members are eligible and, if there are multiple eligible HH members, (b) which HH member is selected to participate. It is intended for use in conjunction with any sampling plan that first samples HHs and then samples one HH member from among eligible HH members.

S1. Hello, my name is [NAME]. I’m from [LEAD AGENCY]. We’re gathering information on the health of residents in [NAME OF TARGET AREA]. I won’t ask for your name or other personal information that could identify you. You don’t have to answer any question you don’t want to, and you can end the interview at any time. The interview will take only about 10 to 15 minutes, and any information you give me will be anonymous and confidential. If you have any questions about this survey, I will provide a telephone number for you to call to get more information. Your household has been chosen at random from among all households in [TARGET AREA], and I’d like to ask some questions about health and tobacco use among Alaska Natives.

[INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS HE OR SHE IS NOT AN ALASKA NATIVE, PLEASE ASK IF ANY OF THE ADULTS IN THE HOUSE ARE ALASKA NATIVE. IF THE ANSWER IS “NO,” SAY, “Thank you very much, but we are interviewing only Alaska Natives,” AND END INTERVIEW. GO TO S14 AND MARK NO.]

[IF RESPONDENT SAYS HE OR SHE DOES NOT USE TOBACCO OR CIGARETTES SPECIFICALLY, PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT THIS INTERVIEW IS FOR BOTH SMOKERS AND NON-SMOKERS (OR TOBACCO USERS AND NON-TOBACCO USERS).]

S1a. Completed introduction?

Yes............................................................................................................. 1  SKIP TO S2

No............................................................................................................. 2

S1b. Number of sentences completed in introduction (0–8)

(0–8)............................................................................................................. 0–8  (RETRY ON LATER OCCasion?)

Don’t know / not sure............................................................................... 9  (RETRY ON LATER OCCasion?) END
S2. Is this [STATE ADDRESS]?

Yes................................................................. 1

No [READ]: Thank you very much, but I seem to be at the wrong address. ................................................. 2 END

Don’t know / not sure ................................................. 7 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

Refused ..................................................................... 9 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S3. I need to randomly select one adult who lives in your household to be interviewed. How many members of your household, including yourself, are 18 years of age or older?

No adults. ................................................................. 00 END

Number of adults. ....................................................... 01–76 IF >1, SKIP TO S8

Don’t know / not sure .................................................. 77 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

Refused ..................................................................... 99 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S4. Are you the adult?

Yes [READ]: Then you are the person I need to speak with .................................................. 1

No........................................................................... 2 SKIP TO S6

Don’t know / not sure .................................................. 7 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

Refused ..................................................................... 9 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S5. [WRITE DOWN SEX OF RESPONDENT.]

Male [ENTER 01 FOR S8 AND 00 FOR S9] ................. 1 SKIP TO S11

Female [ENTER 00 FOR S8 AND 01 FOR S9] ................. 2 SKIP TO S11

Don’t know / not sure ................................................. 7

Refused ..................................................................... 9
S6. Is the adult a man or a woman?

A man [ENTER 01 FOR S8 AND 00 FOR S9] ..........\(1\)
A woman [ENTER 00 FOR S8 AND 01 FOR S9] ..........\(2\)
Don’t know / not sure [ASK TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE ELSE] .................................................\(?\) (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)
Refused ..........................................................\(9\) (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S7. May I speak with [“him” OR “her” FROM PREVIOUS QUESTION]?

Yes...............................................................\(1\) SKIP TO S12
Not available [TRY TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT TO REVISIT].................................\(2\)
Don’t know / not sure [ASK TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE ELSE] .................................................\(?\) (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)
Refused ..........................................................\(9\) (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S8. How many of these adults are men?

No adult men in the household .........................\(00\)
Number of men................................................\(01–76\)
Don’t know / not sure [ASK TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE ELSE] .................................................\(77\)
Refused ..........................................................\(99\) (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S9. How many are women?

No adult women in the household .......................\(00\)
Number of women..........................................\(01–76\)
Don’t know / not sure [ASK TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE ELSE] .................................................\(77\)
Refused ..........................................................\(99\) (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)
S10. The person in your household that I need to speak with is the [STATE AGE RANK AND SEX OF SELECTED RESPONDENT].

[INTERVIEWER: ENTER CODE FOR SELECTED RESPONDENT.] □□□

101. Oldest male
102. Second-oldest male
103. Third-oldest male
... 199. Ninety-ninth oldest male
201. Oldest female
202. Second-oldest female
203. Third-oldest female
... 299. Ninety-ninth oldest female

S11. [ASK ONLY IF NECESSARY] Are you the [STATE AGE RANK AND SEX OF SELECTED RESPONDENT]?

Yes [READ]: Then you are the person I need to speak with .......... □ 1 SKIP TO S13

No [ASK TO SPEAK WITH SELECTED RESPONDENT. MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR REVISITING HOUSEHOLD IF SELECTED RESPONDENT IS NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE] ................................................................. □ 2

Don’t know / not sure [ASK TO SPEAK TO SOMEONE ELSE].............. □ 7 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

Refused .......................................................... □ 9 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S12. Hello, my name is [NAME]. I’m from [LEAD AGENCY]. We’re gathering information on the health of residents in [NAME OF TARGET AREA]. I won’t ask for your name or other personal information that could identify you. You don’t have to answer any question you don’t want to, and you can end the interview at any time. The interview will take only about 10 to 15 minutes, and any information you give me will be anonymous and confidential. If you have any questions about this survey, I will provide a telephone number for you to call to get more information. Your household has been chosen at random from among all households in [TARGET AREA], and I’d like to ask some questions about health and tobacco use among Alaska Natives.

[INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS HE OR SHE IS NOT AN ALASKA NATIVE, PLEASE ASK IF ANY OF THE ADULTS IN THE HOUSE ARE ALASKA NATIVE. IF THE ANSWER IS “NO,” SAY, “Thank you very much, but we are interviewing only Alaska Natives,” AND END INTERVIEW. GO TO S14 AND MARK NO.]

[IF RESPONDENT SAYS HE OR SHE DOES NOT USE TOBACCO OR CIGARETTES SPECIFICALLY, PLEASE EXPLAIN THAT THIS INTERVIEW IS FOR BOTH SMOKERS AND NON-SMOKERS (OR TOBACCO USERS AND NON-TOBACCO USERS).]
S12a. Completed introduction?

Yes.............................. [ ] 1  SKIP TO S13
No................................................. [ ] 2

S12b. Number of sentences completed in introduction (0–8).

(0–8).................................................. [ ] 0–8 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

Don’t know / not sure ................................................. [ ] 9 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

S13. [PROVIDE THE INFORMED CONSENT FORM TO THE SAMPLED RESPONDENT. OFFER TO READ IT TO HIM OR HER. THEN READ THE FOLLOWING SECURITY STATEMENT]:

Just to emphasize, I won’t ask for your name or any other personal information that could identify you. You don’t have to answer any question you don’t want to, and you can end the interview at any time. The interview takes only about [MINUTES NEEDED TO COMPLETE AN ATS INCLUDING USER-SPECIFIED QUESTIONS] minutes, and any information you give me will be kept in a secure manner. If you have any questions about this survey, I will provide a telephone number for you to call to get more information.

S13a. Completed informed consent and security statement?

Yes................................................................. [ ] 1  SKIP TO S14

No................................................................. [ ] 2

S13b. Number of sentences completed in informed consent and security statement.

Enter number ................................................................. [ ] 00–76

Don’t know / not sure .................................................. [ ] 77 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?) END

S14. Are you Alaska Native?

Yes................................................................. [ ] 1

No [READ]: Thanks for your time, but we are interviewing only Alaska Natives ........................................... [ ] 2 END

Don’t know / not sure .................................................. [ ] 7 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?) END

Refused ................................................................. [ ] 9 (RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?) END
133. Are you [ENTER ONE ANSWER ONLY] . . .

Yupik? ................................................................. □ □ 01
Aleut? ................................................................. □ □ 02
Athabascan? ........................................................ □ □ 03
Tlingit-Haida? ...................................................... □ □ 04
Multi-ethnic (two different Alaska Native origins or part Alaska Native) ........................................ □ □ 05
Inuit ................................................................. □ □ 06
Other (specify: ______________________) .................. □ □ 07

Don’t know / not sure .............................................. □ □ 77
(RETRY ON LATER OCCASION?)

Refused ........................................................... □ □ 99
(RETRY LATER)

134a. Are you enrolled in a tribe, a corporation, or an IRA?

Yes ......................................................................... □ 1

No .......................................................................... □ 2 SKIP TO S17

Don’t know / not sure .............................................. □ 7 SKIP TO S17

Refused .................................................................. □ 9 SKIP TO S17

134b. Which one? (Specify.)

Enter code ............................................................. □ □ 01–76

Don’t know / not sure .............................................. □ □ 77

Refused .................................................................. □ □ 99

135. Is there any (other) tribe or corporation that you feel part of but are not enrolled in? (Specify.)

Enter code ............................................................. □ □ 01–76

No .......................................................................... □ □ 00

Don’t know / not sure .............................................. □ □ 77

Refused .................................................................. □ □ 99
136. Do you speak your native (tribal) language?
   Yes........................................................................................................... □ 1
   No (not much / a little bit)........................................................................... □ 2 SKIP TO S20
   Don’t know / not sure.................................................................................. □ ? SKIP S20
   Refused ...................................................................................................... □ 9 SKIP TO S20

137. Which language do you use most often?
   Enter code................................................................................................... □ □ 01–76
   Don’t know / not sure.................................................................................. □ □ 77
   Refused ...................................................................................................... □ □ 99

138. Were you born on this island / in this village / in this hub?
   Yes............................................................................................................. □ 1
   No............................................................................................................... □ 2
   Don’t know / not sure.................................................................................. □ 7
   Refused ...................................................................................................... □ 9

139. How long have you lived on this island / in this village / in this hub? (Specify years.)
   Enter years (0 for less than 1 year; 76 for 76+ years)..................................... □ □ 01–76
   Don’t know / not sure.................................................................................. □ □ 77
   Refused ...................................................................................................... □ □ 99

S22. What is your zip code?
   |___|___|___|___|___|
   Don’t know / not sure.................................................................................. □ □ □ □ □ □ 77777
   Refused ...................................................................................................... □ □ □ □ □ □ 99999

[GO TO THE ALASKA NATIVE ADULT TOBACCO QUESTIONNAIRE, HOUSEHOLD LIST VERSION.]